ACROSS
1 More potent, cheaper drugs distributed (12)
10 Ban item malfunctioning in the atmosphere (7)
11 State airline left first (7)
12 Charger right to wear socks (5)
13 Consenting adult? Dyke embraces a German (8)
15 Passing on charge laid out in Brussels treaty which lacks content (6,4)
16 Drop charge (4)
18 Aperitifs? Order bottles in that case (2,2)
20 Irrational group lacking what should always be on (5,5)
22 Have kinky sex among a number of people from Clacton? (8)
24 Powerhouse to snap (5)
26 English town engineers Apple scandal? (7)
27 Charger needing drink in Puerto Rico (7)
28 Illuminate a bridge ruined by chargers (5,7)

DOWN
2 Having escaped fire, Polish Greek character turns up with nightclothes (7)
3 Canines already see support rising. What about that? (8)
4 Clever charges undermine the expenditure caps (4)
5 Charge against Luxembourg’s chargés d'affaires? (10)
6 Part of roof beginning to buckle in storm (5)
7 Party about to welcome master in charge of rodents (7)
8 Resist charges wrongly shown by these (4,9)
9 Australian tennis player’s violent tram rage gets charges brought here (8,5)
14 Commercial power gets people in film careful consideration, in America at least (10)
17 Directly lead one through 23 (4-4)
19 Flyer noticed list of charges (7)
21 The gods could be haunted (7)
23 Be rude about Pole’s informal talk (5)
25 Starts to see pixies under rock outcrop (4)

Solution 15,539

TONKED   SCABBROS
I      O      T      G      H      U      W      P
COMPOTE   ESTONIA
K      I      N      T      W      I      R
TONY   MONOTONS
A      A      P      N      V      N      E
CATCHY   PETHATE
KIRQROS   B
TONEDUP   ALPINE
ANNABEDN
BOSTONCRABJETE
SLLNKTZLL
OUTSOLE   OVEREAT
RAG  GRB  NTF  FO
BEDDYBYE   Paxton